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LAGOMAR
THE PERFECT LOCATION

Lagoma Lanzarote
One of Lanzarote’s most spectacular private properties, majestically
formed around the same rocks from which it was built, a volcanic quarry
with natural labyrinths and caves. A truly spectacular work of art created
by Nature from the molten lava which once flowed down these same
slopes of the ancient volcano that shadows LagOmar.
Originally conceived by local artist César Manrique and designed by Jesús
Soto for the British developer Sam Benady, am man with an architectural
vision that evoked visions of the Arabian nights mythology.

The grounds are a
labyrinth of caves
and stunning
volcanic monoliths,
a stark contrast to
the smooth curves
and clean lines of
the surrounding
architecture
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LAGOMAR LANZAROTE

In the early 1970s actor Omar Sharif came to Lanzarote to film
the movie “The Mysterious Island”, whilst on the island Sharif
visited LagOmar, instantly falling in love with it he went on to
buy it, but Sharif was soon to loose the property to champion
bridge player and former owner San Benady in a game of
cards.

Location location location!

Everything you
need in one
spectacular
location.

Lagomars unique architecture has been used the world over as
the perfect backdrop for a host of TV programs, films and
fashion shoots, the breathtaking grounds are the perfect
location for both indoor and outdoor photography. The
grounds consist of a labyrinth of caves and stunning volcanic
monoliths that seam to come alive as the light and shadows
sweep over them, a stark and complete contrast to the smooth
white rendered curves and clean lines of the surrounding
architecture.
Each and every corner you turn as you walk around the
alluring grounds of Lagomar will reveal something new and
inspiring. Making your way up to the top of the property via
steps that have been carved out of the mountainside reveals
vistas out over Lanzarote’s volcanic ranges and across the
Atlantic Ocean, the perfect position for catching the amazing
Lanzarote sunset.
This exclusive venue is available for all type of corporate events
including.
• Media Shoots
• Weddings
• Live Music events
• Art exhibitions
For more information on Lagomar or on how we can help you
plan your next event at this very unique venue please contact
us by by emailing events@lagomarlanzarote.com

Lagomar has been lovingly
carved out of the
surrounding volcanic
mountainside to create a
majestic and sheltered
retreat, we are perfectly
situated just 20 minutes
from the airport and have
our own accommodation,
restaurant and bar
situated within the
grounds here.
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